
A new jazzy piano duet composed by Pamela Wedgwood and son Olly 
is sure to be a success, as Melanie Spanswick explains

A DV E RTO R I A L

Mothers and sons 
often enjoy a special 
relationship, so when 
this partnership features 
world renowned British 
educational composer 
Pam Wedgwood and her 

son, composer Olly Wedgwood, we know this will 
be no ordinary collaboration.

This project all began when Pianist Editor, Erica 
Worth, along with her colleague Gareth Macfarlane, 
paid a visit to the EVC Music Publications Ltd 
stall at the Music Education Expo held in London 
in March 2016. EVC Music’s in-house composers 
including Heather Hammond, Elena Cobb, Olly 
Wedgwood and myself all presented showcases – 
and Pam Wedgwood was in the audience. 

Erica’s intuitive and timely suggestion of a piano 
duet written by mother and son really sparked 
interest and got their juices flowing! The stage was 
now set for a deluge of creative talent which evolved 
into a show-stopping piano duet, published by 
EVC Music on license from Faber.  

At The Drop Of A Hat describes the speed at 
which this piece was conceived and composed. It 

is an intermediate level work (around Grades 5-6 
of the ABRSM exam board), for two pianists of 
a similar standard. The style is of an effervescent 
jazzy number with plenty of swing and swagger, 
making full use of the entire keyboard. A jaunty 
tune prevails, accompanied by off-beats chords and 
interesting blues harmonies – it’s sure to be a hit 
with pianists young and old!

Says Pam Wedgwood
‘It’s a very special event when the opportunity 
comes along to work on a project with one of your 
own sons! We have worked together on several 
projects in the past and each time it has been an 
enjoyable and rewarding experience. I am blessed 
to have two amazingly talented boys who have 
both supported me with their time and musical 
energy. The natural telepathy when composing 
music together is something very special, and we 
hope our duet At The Drop Of A Hat will give you 
lots of duet-playing fun!’

Says son Olly
‘Mum and I had a brilliant time writing At The 
Drop Of A Hat together, bouncing ideas back 

and forth whilst fusing our styles of melody and 
harmony. I particularly enjoyed mixing several 
jazzy “flavours” into one duet, including ragtime, 
boogie-woogie, jive and swing – all great fun!’
 
Top Tips From Pam & Olly
‘Keep this piece nice and light, especially in 
the secondo part when the left hand plays a 
classic boogie-woogie pattern to accompany the 
primo player. Swinging the quavers in a relaxed 
tied-triplet manner is also an important aspect 
throughout the duet.

A show-stopper 
piano duet

For more information and to order At The Drop 
Of A Hat, please visit elenacobb.com and use 
a special discount code for Pianist magazine 
readers: HAT-TRICK15%. 

Other music by Pam Wedgwood is available 
from fabermusicstore.com

Find out more...


